
Pepperwood at a Glance

Imagine yourself in high country enjoying spectacular 360-degree 
scenic views extending to the horizon.  

It is an awe-inspiring place where coastal fog fills local valleys and peaks 
float like islands in the mist above a pristine 3,200-acre ecosystem.  

This is Pepperwood.  

With over 750 species of plants and 150 species of wildlife, Pepperwood 
is an alluring four-season destination for explorers of all ages. Located 
atop the Mayacamas Mountains that form the border between Sonoma 
and Napa counties, Pepperwood serves as the headwaters for the Russian 
River and the Laguna de Santa Rosa. Whether hiking, bird watching, 
participating in a learning opportunity or pausing to photograph the beauty 
of this primal landscape, there is something for everyone to discover and 
appreciate. Each season brings a fresh palate of colors, new adventures 
and experiences for visitors, educators, students and researchers who 
journey here to connect with nature while learning how to protect it.  

But Pepperwood isn’t just a beautiful nature preserve. 
It is also home to the LEED-certified Dwight Center for Conservation 
Science, a place where science and community come together to solve today's critical environmental challenges.  
As a non-profit organization dedicated to conservation and education, Pepperwood is a living laboratory where 
researchers and partners from some of our nation’s finest institutions are developing solutions to adapt to 
climate change and drought, maintain clean air and water, and effectively enhance and protect limited natural 
resources today and into the future. And with programs beginning in first grade and extending through adulthood, 
Pepperwood is at the forefront of conservation education, creating the next generation of environmental stewards.

Think of Pepperwood as a rudder guiding preservation efforts and steering investments in the right direction 
among the most influential conservation organizations. As such, Pepperwood is a catalyst for change, a vehicle 
for taking positive action, a collaborative hub for cutting-edge research, and a learning center demystifying the 
natural world for all ages.  

Pepperwood is a leader in advancing the health of Northern California's land, water and wildlife.
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Wildlife Protection:  North America's first Wildlife Picture Index using a 
motion-sensing camera array was established at Pepperwood and is now used 
as part of a regional effort to evaluate wildlife corridors and plan new pathways 
to connect them.

Science Collaboration:  We bring together the best and brightest scientists 
from multiple disciplines to build knowledge bases to guide the Bay Area's 
conservation efforts in the face of climate change and other environmental 
challenges. 

Nature’s Vital Signs: Weather data is captured daily at our sentinel site, 
monitoring plant and animal life  to better understand Northern California’s 
environmental  health and how we can enhance and protect it.

Citizen Science:  Pepperwood offers an exciting program for dedicated 
volunteers, training them to add value to the more than 70 research projects 
currently underway.

CONSERVATION LEADERSHIP 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Youth:  Science comes alive as we link outdoor environmental education to 
state science standards for grades 1-6. In addition, two sessions of summer camp 
are offered annually and visiting school groups are hosted throughout the year. 

 Teens:  Bay Area teenagers are introduced to careers in science with life-
altering summer internships.   

Professional:  Internships and a partnership with the Santa Rosa Junior College 
provide career-boosting experiences, and in-depth weekend workshops provide 
training opportunities for seasoned and aspiring naturalists alike.

Special Exhibits:  Nature Art, Photography, Native American Culture and 
more!

Science Presentations: Internationally acclaimed lectures that inspire 
conservation action.

Family Activities: Hikes, Overnight Camping, Moonlight Walks and more!

For more information and to learn about how you can get involved, please visit 
www.pepperwoodpreserve.org or call (707) 591-9310
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Black bear photographed by one of 
Pepperwood’s motion-activated cameras

Elementary school students discover 
the natural world at Pepperwood


